
Halt! Who goes there?
Introducing the sentinel: an alert new NPC

by Andy Pierce

It was the second hour after midnight,

and all was quiet at Castle Osgirand, home

to the paladin of the same name. The

moonlight cast twisted and misshapen

shadows across the landscape in front of the

castle�s main gate. Inside, Osgirand and his

henchmen were deep in sleep after a hard

day of putting the thieves� guild back in its

place. Outside the walls, two of the mis-

shapen shadows moved. . . .

The man at the gate was an experienced

fighter, one of the most capable warriors in

Osgirand�s retinue. He wasn�t used in the

battle against the thieves because the pala-

din suspected that the guild would seek

revenge, and Osgirand wanted one of his

best men on guard that night to thwart the

thieves.

The guard stood silently and alertly, his

hand resting on the hilt of his sheathed

sword and his body barring the way

through the main entrance. He had been

told to be especially alert tonight, and he

took his orders seriously. He scanned the

terrain with his eyes and strained to hear

any out-of-the-ordinary noises. But neither

of his senses prepared him for what hap-

pened next.

Suddenly, two black-clad assassins leapt

out of the shadows by the wall on either side
of the guard. Almost before he knew what
hit him, the guard slumped to the ground,
mortally wounded. The intruders disposed
of the body in the murky shadows off to one
side of the gate, then picked the lock and
crept into the castle to find the paladin and
carry out their assignment. . . .

Although it may not make much differ-

ence to point it out, Osgirand the paladin

was probably more at fault in this episode
than the guard who gave his life in a futile
attempt to protect his master. The guard

did the best he could; the problem was that

Osgirand used a fighter for a guard, when

fighters are made for battle. If the assassins

had attacked openly, the guard could proba-
bly have disposed of them, or at least stayed

alive to sound an alarm. But since the assas-

sins used stealth, the guard got the knife �
and his boss probably did, too.

The intruders might have been detected
and overcome if Osgirand had hired a

sentinel � a non-player character whose

job it is to defend against both open and
surprise attacks. Although sentinels fight
fairly well, their primary purpose is to

detect approaching invaders or assailants,

and to then sound an alarm and hold off the

enemy until help arrives. To accomplish

this, sentinels have trained themselves to be
exceptionally alert.

A sentinel must have the following mini-
mum ability scores:
13, wisdom 14, and

strength 9, intelligence

dexterity 12.

At the start of his career, a sentinel may
be of any non-chaotic alignment. The ideal

alignment for a sentinel is lawful neutral,

but it�s not necessary for a first-level senti-

nel to have that alignment. However, as a
sentinel gains experience in his function, he

becomes more loyal to his master or em-

ployer and more objective about those he

encounters in the performance of his duties.
This is reflected, in game terms, by a grad-

ual shift to lawful neutral alignment for any

sentinel who did not begin his career with
that alignment.

With every three experience levels a

sentinel gains after the first level, he shifts
one alignment step closer to lawful neutral.

This shift favors the lawful aspect over good
or evil; for example, a sentinel who starts

out neutral good would first shift to lawful

good and then to lawful neutral. Unlike

player characters, sentinels do not lose a
level for undergoing this kind of alignment

change; instead, they must pay a penalty in

earned experience points. A sentinel�s first

alignment shift will occur after he finishes

rising through 4th level but before he begins

progressing through 5th level, and he must
forfeit 50% of all the experience points he
earns while at 4th level (so that it takes
twice as many points as normal to advance

through 4th level). The same 50% penalty

is assessed during 7th level, if a second
alignment shift is necessary to bring the

sentinel to lawful neutral. Every sentinel
who advances to 8th level or higher will be
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SENTINEL EXPERIENCE LEVELS AND SPECIAL ABILITIES

Find

Hit die secret

Experience points Level gained Level title doors

Bonus to

detect

invisible

0 � 1,750

1,751 � 3,500

3,501 — 7,000

7,001 � 15,000
15,001 � 30,000

30,001 — 65,000

65,001 — 140,000

140,001 — 295,000

295,001 � 455,000

455,001 � 635,000

635,001 � 865,000

865,001 � 1,150,000
1,150,001 � 1,485,000

1,485,001 � 1,870,000

1   d10

2 d10

3 d10

4 d10
5 d8

6 d8

7 d8

8 d8

9 d6

10 d6

11 d6

12 d6
13 d4

14 d4

Observer

Watchman

Post Keeper
Patroller
Guard
Sentry

Guard Captain

Guard Master

Gate Keeper
Gate Master

Guard Superior
Elite Guard
Elite Guard, 13th

Elite Guard, 14th

Sentinel

17%

18%

19%

20%

22%

24%

26%

28%

31%

34%

37%

40%

43%

46%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

11%

12%

13%

14%

1,870,011 + 15 d4 50% 15%

Hear Detect

noise lie

5% 25%

10% 30%

15% 35%

20% 40%

25% 45%

30% 50%

35% 55%

40% 60%

45% 65%

50% 70%

55% 75%

60% 81%

65% 87%

70% 93%

75% 99%

Surprise

33%

30%

27%

24%

21%

18%

15%

12%

9%

6%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

Find

Traps,

pits, etc.

5%

7%

9%

11%

13%

15%

18%

21%

24%

27%

30%

33%

37%

41%

45%

lawful neutral, since no more than two
alignment shifts will ever be necessary. Of

course, a sentinel who starts out as a lawful
neutral character is not subject to these

penalties (and thus can rise in levels more

rapidly than others of his class).

By their nature, sentinels have many

abilities and attributes typical of a fighter �
but the class is not a subclass of fighter, and
it is only open to humans and half-elves

(who may not be multi-classed as a sentinel

and anything else). Sentinels do not roll for
exceptional strength, nor do they receive the

special hit-point bonus that a fighter

receives for high constitution. A sentinel

with both intelligence and wisdom of 16 or

higher is allowed to add a 10% bonus to
earned experience.

As is evident from the accompanying
table, a sentinel has a good hit-point aver-

age for a character of a given level, and
members of the sentinel class continue to

gain hit dice up through 15th level, the
maximum level attainable. Just as the hit

points of a high-level fighter reflect that

character�s ability to avoid serious damage

as well as withstand it, so do the sentinel�s
hit points serve as a mirror of his ever-

improving abilities to notice the unusual or

imperceptible and take action against a
threat before it actually comes to pass.
Thanks to his high intelligence and wisdom
and an inner sense sharpened by years of

practice, a veteran sentinel will notice a
sharp intake of breath, or the position of a

weapon or the stance of a would-be oppo-
nent. By picking up on signals such as

these, a sentinel is able to predict how,
when, and where a weapon will strike �

enabling him to take relatively less damage

from the attack, assuming it hits.

A sentinel attacks on the combat table for
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fighters � but it must be kept in mind at all

times that sentinels are used almost exclu-

sively for defensive purposes, and generally

will not strike first unless a threat is imme-
diately obvious. A sentinel must be able to

attack quickly, to parry blows, and move
swiftly to block opponents from charging

past them. For these reasons, a sentinel

must only use weapons that have speed

factors of 6 or less, and cannot wear plate
armor. A sentinel can use any type of

shield and almost always carries one on
duty.

Special abilities

Find secret doors: This is the chance a
sentinel has of finding a secret door, if one

exists in his vicinity and the sentinel is

actively searching for it. Sentinels are

trained to notice subtle differences in wall
color or texture, slight indentations or
cracks or protrusions that might reveal the

presence of a secret door. They can locate

concealed doors much more easily; add
+25% to the value given if a door is con-
cealed but not a secret door.

Bonus to detect invisible: Because he is

by nature more alert than other characters,

a sentinel is better at detecting the presence
of invisible creatures or moving objects.

(This ability does not apply to astral, ethe-

real, or out-of-phase creatures, nor to the
detection of a stationary, non-living invisible
object.) A sentinel is able to notice a distur-

bance in the air flow, a slight noise, or a

slight emanation of heat or cold that signals
the presence of something unseen. To detect

a creature or object which is only hidden

but not invisible (such as a thief hiding in
shadows), the sentinel gets a bonus of +25%

to the number given in the table.
The numbers in this column on the table

represent a bonus to a character�s normal
chance to detect invisibility (see p. 60 of the

DMG). As can be seen from the figures in

the DMG, a sentinel�s chance to detect

invisibility goes up sharply at 9th level (or
perhaps sooner, for sentinels with exception-

ally high intelligence). But even at lower
levels, a sentinel with very high intelligence

gets an additional bonus: +2% for 15 intelli-
gence, +4% for 16 intelligence, +7% for 17

intelligence, or + 10% for 18 intelligence.

This intelligence bonus is added to the

chance given in the �Bonus to detect invisi-
ble� column in the sentinel table, and also

to the chance given in the DMG table (if

applicable). For example, a 7th-level senti-
nel with 16 intelligence has an 11% chance
of detecting an invisible object. When that

character reaches 8th level, his chance goes

up to 17%. An attempt to detect invisibility

is handled as per the DMG, with one roll
allowed in each round during which the

sentinel is within sensory range of an invisi-

ble object. Note that this ability does not

have to be consciously exercised in order to
work.

Hear noise: This is basically the same as

the thief ability of the same name, except

that a sentinel does not have to be actively

listening for sounds in order to detect them.
Detect lie: The numbers in this column

represent the chance a sentinel has of in-
stinctively knowing when he is being lied to.

This detection only applies against a figure

or figures who are directly conversing with

the sentinel, not if the sentinel happens to
overhear people talking to each other. The

ability is usually only brought into play if a

character is talking to a sentinel in an at-

tempt to gain entry to the place the sentinel
is guarding. As with detect invisible and
hear noise, this ability does not have to be

consciously performed in order to work.

Note that detecting a lie does not enable a
sentinel to know the truth.

Surprise: The numbers in this column

represent the base chance for a sentinel to

be surprised. This number steadily de-
creases as the sentinel rises in level, down to
a minimum of 3% at 11th level and above.

The base chance is modified when consider-

ing adversaries who do not have the normal
(2 in 6) chance to surprise other figures. For
instance, a bugbear surprises foes at a

chance of 3 in 6, or 1673% greater than

normal � so, against a bugbear, a sentinel�s
chance to be surprised is increased by 17%
(round fractions up). Conversely, a sentinel

receives a 17% decrease to his chance to be

surprised by a creature that only surprises
on a 1 in 6 chance, meaning that a sentinel

of 7th level or above will never be surprised

by such a creature unless some extraordi-
nary circumstance prevails.

This surprise percentage is also used to
determine the chance that a sleeping senti-
nel will be awakened by some unusual

noise; this is equal to 50% minus the sur-
prise chance. Thus, a 1st-level sentinel will

be awakened by a strange noise on a 17%

chance, and an 11th-level sentinel on a 97%

chance.
Find traps, pits, and snares: This is a

combination of the thief's ability to find

traps and the power bestowed by the druid
spell detect snares & pits. Unlike most of

the sentinel�s other abilities, this must be
consciously exercised in order to succeed.

Note that a sentinel can only find such
traps, and cannot remove, deactivate, or set
them.

The address of DRAGON® Magazine
is P.O. Box 110, Lake Geneva WI
53147, and that�s all you need to
make sure your letter gets here. But
you can help us serve you more
quickly by adding a line at the top of
the address to tell us what depart-
ment should receive your letter or
package. Call it a �manuscript sub-
mission,� �cartoon submission,�
�query letter,� or any other short
phrase that tells us what�s inside, and
it�ll get exactly where it�s supposed
to go.
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Parrying

If a sentinel does not wish to attack, he

can choose to try to parry one attack against

him per round, plus one for every three full
levels of experience the sentinel has attained

� 1 at 1st level, 2 at 4th level, 3 at 7th

level, 4 at 10th level, and 5 at 13th level and

above. The person controlling the sentinel
must announce the intent to parry before
any attacks are made against the character

in a round, and must also specify which

blow (or blows) the sentinel will attempt to
block. Parrying can only be attempted
against attacks from melee (hand-held)

weapons and only if the sentinel is holding a

weapon or a shield.
Parrying is conducted as per the guide-

lines on p. 104 of the Players Handbook.

The sentinel can make no return attack in

the same round, and for purposes of deter-
mining whether an opponent�s strike suc-

ceeds, the sentinel is treated as if he had an

extra +2 bonus �to hit� for strength, in

addition to the actual +1 bonus �to hit� that
a sentinel with 17 or 18 strength would
already have.

Other characteristics

A sentinel can only be hired by a non-

chaotic character; he will serve no one else.

Once a sentinel attains 8th level and be-

comes (if he wasn�t already) lawful neutral,
he will serve his master/employer/liege with

fanatical devotion. The sentinel will not

accept bribes under any circumstances and

will fight to the death if no other avenue is

open (for instance, if he knows no reinforce-
ments are forthcoming and he is the last

obstacle between an enemy and his master).
Until the sentinel reaches 8th level, this
code does not apply, even if the character

was lawful neutral from the start.

A sentinel is initially proficient with only
one weapon, but wields that weapon with a

bonus of +1 �to hit.� The character gains

proficiency in one new weapon every three
levels thereafter (at 4th, 7th, 10th, and 13th
levels), but only attacks made with the first-
chosen weapon are eligible for the hit bo-

nus. A sentinel�s non-proficiency penalty is

-2 � and note again that a sentinel can only
use weapons with a speed factor of 6 or

lower.

A sentinel makes saving throws as a

fighter and is able to use all magic items
permitted to that class, except for plate

armor and weapons with a speed factor of 7
or higher. No sentinel will use oil in com-

bat, since it is time-consuming and gener-
ally unreliable. An evil sentinel might not

hesitate to use a poisoned blade; however,
all decisions on poison use should be made

by the individual DM. A sentinel never has
henchmen, and attracts no followers regard-

less of his charisma score.

Apprenticeship of a sentinel

To become a sentinel, an aspiring appren-
tice must first serve under a sentinel of not

less than 5th level for a term of 3-5 years.

During this time, the pupil (who is neither a
henchman nor a follower in the literal sense)
will perform menial tasks for the mentor

and at the same time receive instruction in

how to observe the nature of people, how to
sharpen his senses of perception and obser-

vation, and how to perform the art of parry-

ing. At the end of the apprenticeship, the
mentor will turn the new sentinel (now a

1st-level Observer) over to the mentor�s

own employer, who will place the newcomer

in a probationary job, either where the
mentor works or at another allied location.

After one year of probationary service,
the new sentinel will be granted a perma-

nent placement in the employer�s house-
hold, if the master is pleased with the

newcomer�s performance. If the master is
displeased, he will either sell the sentinel�s

service to another employer or simply turn
the newcomer loose to fend for himself.

An aspiring sentinel who successfully gets

through the training and apprenticeship
period will be guaranteed a place of employ-
ment in which he will be treated well and in

which he will be able to perform to the best
of his ability. This good treatment for serv-

ices rendered is the main reason why senti-
nels are so loyal (and become fanatical
about it as they rise in levels); in turn, this

devotion helps keep sentinels in good stand-

ing with owners of estates, nobility, and
other men of means who have valuable and

important possessions � including them-
selves � to be guarded.
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